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IN ADDITION TO RESPONDING TO CHEMICAL SIGNALS, mammalian cells also respond to mechanical stresses (3, 19, 24, 52) . For example, mechanical forces alter cell migration (28) , cell growth (15) , inflammation (22) , and disease state regulation (48) . The endothelial glycocalyx is of particular interest, as it has been implicated in mechano-transduction (53) . The endothelial glycocalyx is a negatively charged, protein and polysaccharide, brush-like layer that resides on the luminal surface of endothelial cells. In the lung vasculature, this multifunctional layer responds to fluid shear (13, 18, 32) , fluid pressure (11) , and oncotic pressure (23) to regulate inflammation and ultimately the fluid balance (49, 51) . The glycosaminoglycan (GAG) heparan sulfate (HS), with associated transmembrane protein syndecan, and the unsulfated GAG hyaluronan (HA) have been implicated in biomechanical activation (11, 32) . Additionally, albumin, the dominant protein in blood plasma, has been shown to interact with the glycocalyx and be involved in proper regulation of fluid balance (20, 21, 31, 47) .
Currently there are several techniques commonly used to measure mechanical properties of living cells: cell poking, atomic force microscopy (AFM), magnetic tweezers, micropipette aspiration, magnetic twisting cytometry, flow chambers, and others (1, 19, 25) . The loading forces used in these techniques vary from 10 pN to 5 N (1). Typical cell indentation techniques such as AFM use finite loading rates that progressively stress the cellular surface, cell membrane, and underlying cytoskeletal elements, which may result in measuring nonequilibrium mechanical properties of cells (7, 8, 30) . Most cellular mechanics models describe the mechanics of cytoskeletal environment without reference to the glycocalyx (19) . Interestingly, Satcher and Dewey (41) concluded that, whereas the endothelial cell has been shown to respond to surface stress and elastically deform upon 10 4 Pa pressure, the elastic modulus of the cell can be 2-10 times higher attributable to underlying cytoskeletal components. This points to the mechanical role of the glycocalyx: glycocalyx components, such as GAGs, serve to sense stresses attributable to fluid flow and transmit them to the anchored transmembrane proteins, thus facilitating cellular mechano-sensing (13, 24) .
Recently, we have used AFM with a silica bead serving as an indenter (diameter ϳ18 m) to measure the elastic response of bovine lung microvascular endothelial cells (BLMVEC) (34) . We found that the glycocalyx stiffness and thickness changed after removal of GAGs by specific enzymes, which agreed with the literature reports (12, 14, 50) . In the present report, we describe how a microinterferometric technique based on reflectance interference contrast microscopy (RICM) can provide information about the outermost cellular layer mechanics, e.g., at the fluid-fiber interface, that is complementary to the bead-AFM study.
RICM, an interferometric technique initially described by Curtis (9) , has been quantitatively used to characterize local bending elastic modulus of red blood cells (56) , measure absolute distances from a surface (45) , perform contour analysis on giant vesicles (4), measure the bending modulus, membrane tension, and adhesion energy of single cells (33) , and describe the dynamics of wetting by partially wetting fluids on a solid surface (42) . RICM is estimated to have a spatial resolution of ϳ300 nm (40) and a subnanometer vertical resolution (26, 54) . Rädler and Sackmann (39) utilized polystyrene microspheres hovering over surfaces as force probes to determine weak repulsive interaction with RICM. The balance of the forces (i.e., weight of the particle minus its buoyancy vs. electrostatic repulsion) relied on the stochastic fluctuations of the vertical position of the particle around the equilibrium to find how the interaction energy depended on distance. In a similar manner, RICM could be used to characterize the effective stiffness of the endothelial glycocalyx layer.
The work described herein uses RICM to mechanically interrogate the glycocalyx with a glass bead serving as a force probe that exerts very small loads fluctuating around ϳ50 pN and indents the glycocalyx only several nanometers. In contrast to microrheology techniques, the RICM thus measures the mechanical properties resulting from normal loading forces (i.e., pressure). Specifically, we used RICM to study how effective glycocalyx stiffness changes when HS or HA are removed by specific enzyme digestion and when albumin concentration in the media is changed. The results demonstrate the potential of using RICM microinterferometry as a sensitive research tool in cellular biomechanics. mg/ml in MII ϩ 1% BSA for 5 min at 37°C and 5% CO 2), a broad-spectrum protease, was used to nonspecifically degrade the glycocalyx. The RICM experiments were performed at room temperature in media not containing the enzyme.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell
Actin disruption. The actin cytoskeleton was disrupted with 100 nM cytochalasin D (from Zygosporium mansonii; no. 244-804-1; Sigma) for 30 min in MII ϩ 1% BSA for 5 min at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cytochalasin D is known to inhibit actin polymerization (6, 10, 34) . The RICM experiments were performed at room temperature in media not containing the enzyme. Treated and untreated samples were stained for actin after 1 h. BLMVEC monolayers were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, rinsed with PBS for 5 min, incubated with 0.165 M Alexa Fluor 594 phalloidin (Invitrogen) for 40 min, rinsed with PBS, air dried, and then mounted with ProLong Gold AntiFade Reagent (Invitrogen). Samples were imaged using a Nikon Diaphot inverted microscope equipped with a ϫ54 oil immersion objective (NA 0.99, 170/0.17 Leitz) and TRITC filters.
Albumin treatment. After the preincubation of BLMVEC monolayers for 5 min with MII, experiments were performed in MII ϩ 0.1%, 1.0%, or 4.0% of highly purified BSA (Fraction V, Proliant).
RICM microinterferometry. Figure 1 shows a schematic for a spherical glass bead separated from a flat glass coverslip by a cell monolayer. Incident monochromatic light is partially transmitted and reflected at each interface, resulting in an interference pattern attributable to the recombination of reflected light. This interference pattern is used to determine how the vertical separation distance between a probe bead and an underlying reflective glass surface changes as a function of time. For a bead compressing an elastic layer, the system can be modeled as a particle in a potential energy minimum where gravitational and elastic forces balance each other (39) . The vertical position of the particle fluctuates around the minimum as described by the Langevin equation (27, 39) : Fig. 1 . Schematic of reflectance interference contrast microscopy (RICM) bead probe placed on the top of bovine lung microvascular endothelial cell (BLMVEC) glycocalyx (not drawn to scale). Monochromatic light reflected from bead and coverslip surface constructively interferes to create an interference pattern in the RICM image that is captured by microscope objective and CCD camera. The interference pattern changes when the distance between the bead and the coverslip change. GAG, glycosaminoglycan.
where h is the vertical separation distance between the bead probe and the coverslip; m is mass; d 2 h/dt 2 acceleration; ␥(h) is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient; dh/dt velocity; U(h) describes the interaction potential; and fstoch represents the stochastic thermal force. Assuming the vertical separation distance to be much smaller than the bead size indicates a strongly overdamped system so that the first l.h.s. term can be disregarded. The hydrodynamic drag coefficient is given by the Stokes formula:
where is the medium viscosity, R is the probe radius, and the dimensionless correction factor ⌫(h) is approximately equal to R/h if h Ͻ Ͻ R. For small vertical separation distances and movements, the dissipative forces affect the system only minimally. Under these two assumptions, the bead-underlying layer system is in thermal equilibrium and the bead fluctuations in h follow the Boltzmann law:
where p(h) is the probability of finding the bead at separation distance, h, A is the probability normalization constant, U(h) is the interaction potential, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature.
Measuring the fluctuations of bead vertical position. The interference pattern for a spherical bead on the flat shows fringes similar to Newton rings (Fig. 2) . Several methods for fitting the fringe profile have been described in the literature including the simple, finite aperture (16, 38) , and nonlocal theories (26) . At small illumination numerical aperture and for the observation of thick objects, an assumption of normal incidence is justified (16, 39) , and the vertical separation distance, h, between the bead and the substrate can be obtained by fitting the fringe intensity profile to the following equation:
where I(x,h) is the fringe intensity as a function of both vertical separation distance, h, and the distance from fringe center, x, and R is the bead radius. The constants A2 and l describe the diminishing contrast of the fringes, A1 and g account for the nonlinear background resulting from diffuse reflection away from the bead center; A0 is the intensity offset; n2 is the refractive index of the medium between the bead and the coverslip; and ␦ is the phase shift at the probe surface. As can be seen from Fig. 2A , the RICM image also shows intensity variations attributable to the cellular layer. These variations arise from the refractive indices of cellular components such as the nucleus and actin cytoskeleton. To average over these intracellular variations, the intensity profile of interference fringes was radially integrated (Fig.  2B ) and then fit to Eq. 4 using n2 ϭ 1.33 (water). As a result of incoherent monochromatic light focused with small aperture, the intensity distortions increased with the distance from the fringe center, and therefore only the intensity of the first few fringes was used in fitting. Note that the absolute vertical separation distance between the bead and the coverslip is not known because the actual fringe number is unknown; however, the changes in the vertical separation distance from one RICM image to the next are obtainable. In RICM experiments a sequence of ϳ1,000 images was acquired at 15-20 Hz, with an exposure time of 30 ms, and the changes in vertical separation distance were calculated by fitting each successive RICM fringe image. Vertical separation distance changes in time, h(t), were not only due to the stochastic force, fstoch, but also to physiological movements of the cell and its cytoskeleton, including flickering (55), and bead movements resulting from various external causes (Fig. 2C) . To separate the fluctuations in h attributable to stochastic thermal force from other causes, the RICM-derived h(t) data were filtered with a high-pass Hanning filter with a frequency cutoff at 2-3 Hz (Igor Pro 5.02; Wavemetrics) (Fig. 2D) . It was assumed that slower vertical separation distance changes were due to causes other than thermal motion of the bead. The effects of slower cell movements were thus eliminated.
With sufficient sample size, the probability of finding the bead at the separation distance h, p(h) (Fig. 2E) , was used to find the interaction potential, U(h), using Eq. 3 (Fig. 2F) . The second derivative of U(h)/kT provided a measure of the effective stiffness for bead-cell interactions. Because the bead was rigid compared with the viscoelastic structure below it and the loading forces were very small, the computed effective stiffness, UЉ(h) was assigned to the underlying glycocalyx.
RICM experiments. Borosilicate glass beads (diameter 17.3 m Ϯ 1.4 m; Duke Scientific) were dispersed in MII ϩ 1% BSA and then randomly placed on confluent BLMVEC monolayers. Contact area was projected to be Ͼ ϳ2.8 m 2 based on calculations using AFM with identical probes (34) . A coverslip covered with gelatin and fibronectin (no BLMVECs) was used as negative control. Images of interference fringes were recorded utilizing a Zeiss inverted microscope (IM35, Zeiss) equipped with an HBO 50W light source, a ϫ54 oil immersion objective (NA 0.99, 170/0.17 Leitz), a monochromatic filter ( ϭ 546.1 nm), and a digital CCD Camera (C4742-80-12AG, Hamamatsu). The microscope was on an antivibration table, and each RICM experiment was conducted in a closed chamber to reduce noise resulting from the movement of air over the sample. Each BLMVEC monolayer experiment lasted ϳ1.5 h. During this period, up to 15 RICM image sequences were acquired from beads located at cell-cell junctions. Statistical outliers were thrown out. Effective stiffness results were compared using an unpaired Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test with significant differences assigned when P Ͻ 0.05. Figure 3 shows the examples of phase contrast images for untreated (Fig. 3A) and heparinase-treated (Fig. 3B ) BLMVEC monolayers with a bead probe. Although the placement of each bead was random, the majority of the beads settled in the cell-cell junction regions because of the cell topography. Neither the enzyme treatments nor the albumin concentration change disrupted the confluence and the cobblestone appearance of BLMVEC monolayers. Figure 4 compares the effective stiffness of glass coverslips treated with 0.4% gelatin and 100 g/cm 2 fibronectin against glass coverslips seeded with BLMVECs grown to confluence. Figure 4A shows the typical interaction potential profiles, and Fig. 4B shows the effective stiffness for each sample. The mean effective stiffness of 303.5 Ϯ 120.4 kT/nm 2 was found for coverslips without BLMVECs (n ϭ 10) and 12.6 Ϯ 8.4 kT/nm 2 for BLMVECs seeded coverslips (n ϭ 10), respectively. The results indicated the upper limit of the stiffness measurable for protein-covered coverslip and suggested a vertical resolution of Ͻ1 nm. BLMVEC monolayers were significantly more compliant than unseeded coverslips (P Ͻ 0.0001). In other words, the softer the sample is, the better the RICM resolution is for reconstructing U(h) profiles. Fig. 4 . A: potential energy profiles acquired from RICM data utilizing borosilicate glass probes (diameter Ϸ 17.3 m) for gelatin/fibronectin-incubated glass coverslip () and BLMVEC monolayer (). B: calculated effective stiffness for gelatin/fibronectin-incubated glass coverslips (n ϭ 10) and BLMVEC monolayers (n ϭ 10). BLMVEC monolayers samples were significantly more compliant than protein covered coverslips (P Ͻ 0.001). The contributions of HS and HA to the stiffness of BLMVEC glycocalyx were investigated before and after the treatment of BLMVEC monolayers with the medium containing hyaluronidase (HAase), heparinase III (HSIIIase), or pronase. As seen in Fig. 5 , with the use of ϳ17.3-m-diameter probes, the RICM experiments yielded the mean effective stiffness 7.53 Ϯ 6.08 (control, n ϭ 17), 16.56 Ϯ 11.48 (HAase-treated cells, n ϭ 12; P ϭ 0.02), 9.10 Ϯ 3.91 (HSIIIase-treated cells, n ϭ 7; P ϭ 0.38), and 12.87 Ϯ 3.90 kT/nm 2 (pronase-treated cells, n ϭ 8; P ϭ 0.02). At a significance level of P Ͻ 0.05, enzymatic digestion with hyaluronidase or pronase resulted in a significant increase of mean effective stiffness. The spread of measured stiffness values was large, indicating heterogeneity of the BLMVEC glycocalyx and/or uneven enzyme action. Based on immunohistochemistry of HS and HA, the heterogeneous distribution of GAGs both before and after enzymatic degradation is the most likely explanation for the observed variations in effective stiffness (34) .
RESULTS
Contributions of underlying cytoskeletal actin components are shown in Fig. 6 . Treatment with cytochalasin D increased (P Ͻ 0.001) BLMVEC monolayer effective stiffness to 33.12 Ϯ 20.8 kT/nm 2 (n ϭ 23) from untreated cell effective stiffness of 15.27 Ϯ 9.18 kT/nm 2 (n ϭ 22). The effect of albumin concentration to the glycocalyx stiffness is shown in Fig. 7 . The bottom three images show representative RICM interference images of 17.3-m-diameter glass bead for 0.1%, 1.0%, and 4% BSA concentrations in MII. The increase of the innermost dark fringe size indicated that the addition of albumin swelled the glycocalyx by ϳ100 nm. The glycocalyx mean stiffness was significantly softer in MII with 0.1 and 4.0% BSA compared with results in MII ϩ 1.0% BSA: 4.55 Ϯ 2.07 kT/nm 2 (0.1% BSA, n ϭ 7), 13.72 Ϯ 11.07 kT/nm 2 (1% BSA, n ϭ 9), and 2.83 Ϯ 1.20 kT/nm 2 (4% BSA, n ϭ 10).
DISCUSSION
The study described here explored the feasibility of a novel application for the RICM technique and its potential to provide insight into the biomechanical property of the endothelial glycocalyx. As utilized here, RICM measured the fluctuations of the glass bead vertical position, h(t), at equilibrium where the gravitational pull on the bead and the viscoelastic response of the underlying cellular structures balanced each other. These vertical bead position changes occurred very fast; the instantaneous velocities of the bead are expected to follow the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The positional changes were then translated into a potential energy profile, U(h), from which the estimation of the effective stiffness, UЉ(h), was made. The main premise for the interpretation of RICM results is illustrated in Fig. 1 ; the bead probe pushes into the outermost layer of glycocalyx and indents it only a few nanometers at a light load depending on the bead size, density, and buoyancy. With very light loads at equilibrium, the RICM technique is complementary to AFM and can report on the outermost glycocalyx layer with nanometer indentation resolution. In RICM experiments, each bead applies its load (weight minus the buoyancy) to the underlying structure: the loads were ϳ50 pN for the 17.3 m diameter bead probe. The vertical position fluctuations were on the order of Ϯ1 nm (Fig. 2) , indicating that the expected stiffness will be on the order of 50 pN/nm or 12 kT/nm 2 . , and pronase treatments. HAse-treated BLMVEC glycocalyx (n ϭ 12) and pronase-treated BLMVEC monolayers (n ϭ 8) showed significant changes in effective stiffness (P Ͻ 0.05) compared with the controls (n ϭ 17); HSIIIase-treated BLMVEC glycocalyx (n ϭ 7) was not statistically different from controls.
As illustrated by Fig. 4 , RICM captured the difference between the potential energy profiles for protein-covered glass and softer BLMVEC monolayers. The width of potential energy profile is directly related to the magnitude of vertical position fluctuations (Fig. 4A) ; these were greater on the BLMVEC-seeded coverslip compared with the gelatin/fibronectin-coated coverslip. The limit of RICM technique thus lies in the measurements of stiffer systems where the CCD camera readout noise may be too large (17) . The majority of the potential energy profiles used to calculate the effective stiffness, UЉ(h), were symmetric, and only a few cases of asymmetry in the probability function, p(h), were observed (Fig. 2E) . Prieve (37) described similar asymmetry while using total internal reflection microscopy to measure equilibrium potential energy profiles between spherical polystyrene probes and glass surface. Such asymmetry was accounted for by the probe being unattached to the underlying surface. Comparison analysis was performed on both halves of the energy profile curves showing slight asymmetry in RICM probability function results; differences were insignificant.
Comparison between controls and enzyme-treated BLMVECs showed that hyaluronidase and pronase treatments resulted in mean effective stiffness that was statistically different from control monolayers at a 95% confidence interval (P Ͻ 0.05); however, HSIIIase treatment did not significantly alter the stiffness (Fig. 5) . The finding that the enzymatic digestion of HA increased the glycocalyx stiffness could be interpreted that HA acted as a cushioning layer to distribute applied forces over glycocalyx structure. HA GAGs are long polymer chains that interpenetrate the glycocalyx and bind to CD44 and other glycocalyx components. This implies different roles for glycocalyx components in mechano-transduction: receptor-anchored HA chains are designed to capture flow shear forces and transmit them to transmembrane syndecans decorated with HS GAGs. Based on that physical picture, the enzymatic removal of HS GAGs would have affected the glycocalyx stiffness to a lesser extent, which was indeed found (Fig. 5) . When HS linkages are disrupted, HA linkages may remain and therefore could maintain similar effective stiffness. At 10-fold higher loading forces (ϳ1 nN), O'Callaghan et al. (34) saw a decrease in BLMVEC elastic modulus upon heparinase treatment, which supports the proposed glycocalyx structure-function relationship (34) .
Recently, Oberleithner et al. (35) used a bead-AFM technique to measure glycocalyx stiffness of vascular endothelial cells. Under similar loads, they found glycocalyx to be significantly softer than reported here. The discrepancy is most likely due to the viscoelasticity of glycocalyx and the differences in AFM and RICM loading rates. Oberleithner et al. (35) used slow loading rate with AFM tip velocity of 400 nm/s. Their AFM results, when corrected for the size of the spherical indenter and converted into elastic modulus, were in excellent agreement with our previously reported BLMVEC glycocalyx modulus, E ϳ0.3 kPa (34) . In contrast to the slow loading rate of AFM, the RICM bead fluctuates very fast; the rms velocity can be predicted by the energy equipartition theorem. These vertical fluctuations thus exert small but fast changing compressive forces to glycocalyx. Even when such velocities are corrected for the viscous drag of water (57), the RICM loading velocities are still faster by an order of magnitude than in typical AFM indentation experiments. Because of the viscoelastic behavior of glycocalyx, such fast changing indentations will make the glycocalyx appear stiffer than what is measured under a slow indenting AFM tip. On the basis of the differences between AFM and RICM measured stiffness, we postulate that the endothelial glycocalyx, like many other cross-linked polymeric networks, undergoes stiffening at faster applied loads.
By indenting several hundred nanometers using AFM, we have showed significant softening of BLMVEC monolayers after treatment with 100 nM cytochalasin D (34) . RICM results, however, showed doubling of the effective stiffness of the BLMVEC glycocalyx (Fig. 6 ) after 100 nM cytochalasin D treatment. It is plausible that cytochalasin D treatment collapses the glycocalyx and/or causes the cell to shed it, or the cell junction regions become much thinner. The effects of cytochalasin D treatment on glycocalyx structure are unclear in the literature; however, support for junctional thinning is provided by the actin-stained images in Fig. 6 (bottom) , wherein actin distribution is less uniform. Complete glycocalyx degradation with pronase ( Fig. 5) showed that nonglycocalyx components were stiffer than the overlying glycocalyx, thus supporting the assignment of the RICM-measured stiffness to the glycocalyx layer. To determine membrane effects, membrane RICM intensity fluctuations were analyzed based on a linear contrast approximation described by Gönnenwein (17) , and the results indicated that the membrane fluctuations and its stiffness (ϾϾ 10 kT/nm 2 ) do not significantly contribute to RICM measurement of glycocalyx stiffness.
Within the glycocalyx, syndecan core protein, HS, and HA have all been associated with shear stress transmission (10, 11, 13, 36, 49). Transmembrane syndecans together with HS GAGs are of particular interest because they span the membrane and have the potential for direct interaction with intracellular components (49) . HA, unlike HS, is not attached to proteoglycans and is believed to bind directly to the cellular membrane through the CD44 receptor (46) and associate with other glycocalyx components (43, 44) . Previous study has shown that removal of HS or HA reduces the endothelial cell shear-induced response (29) . Thi et al. (51) labeled HS proteoglycan with an anti-HS proteoglycan antibody and found relatively uniform staining with increased fluorescence at cell junctions (51). Banerjee and Toole (2) used HA-binding protein in cultured pulmonary aortic endothelial cells and found that, when cells were permeabilized, there was greater fluorescence within the cytoplasm as well as perinuclear staining (2) . Confocal imaging of HS and HA distribution on BLMVECs showed that HA was more concentrated above the nuclear regions, whereas HS was more concentrated at junctions (34) . In the present study, the RICM technique was used to find how the effective stiffness changed when these two GAGs were digested with specific enzymes. One limitation of this approach was that the RICM data acquisition for dozen of bead probes took ϳ1-h, during which the cells could have expressed additional GAGs. The RICM measurements were made after the enzymes were removed from the medium. Another limitation was that the bead placements were random. Measurement locations were therefore carefully selected to the probe sites associated with the cell junction regions.
Although the RICM results suggest that the main role of HA is maintaining and cushioning the glycocalyx, it is also known that albumin in circulation associates with HA (47) . In the present study, increasing albumin concentrations above BLMVEC monolayers to 4% did significantly soften the mean glycocalyx stiffness. This softening with additional albumin supports the implications of glycocalyx structure and the role of HA within the glycocalyx. Increased stiffness at 1% BSA indicates an ideal albumin concentration for glycocalyx structure and signal transmission capability. Progressive swelling of glycocalyx thickness has been observed upon BSA addition (Fig. 7) . It remains to be seen whether the combined action of adding albumin and removing HA and/or HS with specific enzymes will be able to further differentiate the role of these two glycocalyx GAGs.
Summary. Very light loads and small indentations by bead probes allowed the RICM technique to be used for the measurement of the effective stiffness of endothelial glycocalyx. The mean stiffness of BLMVEC glycocalyx in enzymatic studies was found to be ϳ7.5 kT/nm 2 (or ϳ31 pN/nm). Enzymatic digestion of HA and nonspecific glycocalyx digestion with pronase increased the mean effective stiffness of the glycocalyx; however, the effect of HS digestion was not significant. The results imply that HA chains act as a cushioning layer to distribute applied forces to the glycocalyx structure. Effective stiffness was also measured for the glycocalyx exposed to 0.1%, 1.0%, and 4.0% BSA. The RICM images indicated that glycocalyx thickness and its compliance increases at higher BSA concentrations. Generally, these results demonstrate that RICM is sensitive enough to detect the subtle changes in glycocalyx stiffness attributable to removal of GAG components in a manner that is complementary to bead-AFM indentation technique.
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